
Bridge of Spies Viewing Guide

1. Why was Tom Hank’s character chosen to be Abel’s Lawyer?

2. When the U.S. agents confront Abel in his apartment why does Abel ask to clean up his paints?

3. How did the Unites State try to get Abel to talk at first?

4. Why does James Donovan file a motion disputing the evidence gathered against Rudolf Abel? How does the 
court rule on this motion?

5. Did the Judge have any biases before hearing Abel’s case? If so what were they?

6. Do you think Abel had a fair trial?

7. How did the public react to Abel’s sentencing?

8. What happens to the Donovan family after Abel’s sentencing?

9. What’s in the Silver Dollar of the American Pilots?

10. How did the U.S. President attempt to explain the missing plane?

11. What sentence does Powers receive from the Soviet Court?

12. Describe the conditions in Berlin while the wall was being built?



13. Describe the treatment of prisoners in the Soviet prison?

14. What reason does East Germany give for holding out on the prisoner exchange?
 

15. What did the passengers on the train in Berlin see?

16. What was the concern with both the United States and Soviet Union about the prisoner exchange?

17. Glienicke Bridge is the spot for the prisoner exchange of Powers and Abel. Where do the East Germans 
release Pryor?

18. Was their any concern about what the Soviet Union would do to Abel when he returned?

19. Was the overall trade successful?

20. Was Abel ever publicly acknowledged as a spy in the Soviet Union?

Short Response:

After watching this film, in your own words, compare and contrast the tensions in the U.S. with the tensions in 
the Soviet Union during this phase of the Cold War. Describe events in detail based on the film and what we 
have been learning/discussing in class. 

 


